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Burglars and vandals have had a field day in Fulton
within the past few days with three local business
houses reporting break-ins and officials of the New Volume Twenty-Eight
Willow Plunge Swimming pool report closing of the _
pool, because broken beer bottles litter the deep end.
One break-in occurred last Thursday night while the
broken beer bottle shower and two other break-ins were
made known Wednesday morning.
Fulton police who are investigating the incidents re(Ed, Note: It shouldn't hopport that more than three cases of beer bottles were ap- pen to a dawg. When we had
every indication that we were
parently thrown into the pool.
going to be off the orals today
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, ThuradAY'

AROUND TOWN WITH NO HEADS

Meacham's Market on Commercial Avenue was broken into Tuesday night and over a dollar in
pennies and five or six cartons
of cigarettes were stolen. Also,
the filing cabinet was torn up by
the thieves. No contents were
taken it appears.
James Meacham, owner of the
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Note Book
Lady said to me the other day:
"Jo, don't you worry when people
badger you for speaking your convictions." I said, "can rocks
worry?" Non-plusaed by the rock
bit I explained. "I ought to worry
but I can't cause I've got rocks
In the head." You see, I explained,
anybody who gets in the newspaper business and tries to do a
good job has rocks in the head.
And whenthey chose, of their own
volition, to be a radio commentator, then they're gone man, gone.
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You see, the sad part about it
is that they weren't gone when
they went into the newspaper business and/or radio, but they got
that way, but quick. So after being in the business for nigh on to
30 years, that rolling stone gathered no moss, it just &rowed like
Topsy into a rock pile that makes
the back yard of Alcatraz look
like a sand lot.
I really ought to worry. But
when all those rocks in my head
start knocking together like as
how they're thinking I say to MYself shucks, everybody badgers
everybody else, so I'm the kind of
a gal who wants to make people
happy. When the cats run out of
something or somebody to scratch.
why there's always little ole me
they can fall back on.
Take for instance the guy who
walked into the radio station one
day and told one of those nice
folks out there. "You tell HER not
to say a word about dogs until
she talks to me." Well, Glynn Ray
Bradley, the brightest of the
brightest young folks I ever saw
took a double take, and said
"DOGS?" "Yeah, DOGS!" Well.
even to a nice little Glynn Ray
that seemed like a heck of a thing
to say, seeings as how we've got
seven dogs at our house and if I
wanted to talk about them I sure
didn't have to get clearance from
no twentieth century Wyatt Earp,
with them guns in his holster over
his overalls.
Seems as how this barn-yard
Earp had been told that I said
something about dogs, so he figgers right away, I'm trying to
hound him about his dog department. I straightened him out
quick as Elvis Presley could sing
"houn-dawg."
Then there's the lady who winted to get a revival notice on the
air while Ken Turner was broadcasting a commercial. He told her
to call back on OPERATION
CALL-IN. So she called again and
it was two) minutes before that
there time for her to play news
announcer and says I to her....
"could you hold on for two minutes until I can put you on the
air." Says she: "H. . . forget it.
If you and Ken Turner would
stop talking about all those advertising' maybe all the people
listening would know about the
revival." So I rearranges the
rocks from the front of my haid
to right around my ears and I says
...."Lord, could you please tell
that revival lady that we just gotta have all those advertising' so
we can run this radio station so's
we can let everybody know about
everybody's revival."
And then it makes me heart
happy when somebody, allegedly a
friend, says "I always take up for
you." And says I: "I always take
up for you too. Somebody said you
weren't fit to eat with the hogs.
AndI said you were."
And along these here same
lines here's a poem written by a
friend and sent to me in consolation. It was written by Mrs. ThurContinued On Pope Five

grocery store, said that entranoe
was gained by tearing the facing
off the back door. It appeared as
if the thieves first made their entrance into the building by removing a back window, which led
to a back room of the store. Failing to gain entrance to the main
part of the store, they left by the
window, then broke the back door
open. Mr. Meacham said that the
pennies were taken from the cash
register.
Local police are investigating
the break-in.
And burglars again made a visit
to the Charles Scates B. F. Goodrich Store although their total
loot was far less than the nearly
,
WO stolen in October 1958. Bob))
Scates, manager of the local store
said that Tuesday's break-in netted the thieves a small amount of
cash but they got away with an
expensive. 3.5 mm camera that
was in the store.
It was learned
Wednesday
morning that there was a breakin at the Coca-Cola Plant here
last Thursday night. when a small
amount of change was taken from
the cash drawer. Pete Pitzer, ownr, said that entrance was gained
Contimied On Page Five

Hickman County
Awarded Major
Road Contracts
Contract awards totaling $587,237 for road improvements were
announced Monday by the Department of Highways.
The biggest contract — $83,764
—went to R. B. Tyler Co., Louisville. for 7.1 miles of bituminous
surfacing on various roads in
Hickman County.
The Tyler Co. also was awarded a contract for incidental base
repair on 2.8 miles of the Farmer
Road in Hickman County.
Meanwhile Harry Lee Waterfield told a delegation of interested Fulton citizens this week that
the contract for the improvement
of East State Line in Fulttin would
be let.
Mr. Waterfield told the Fulton
delegation that two weeks ago he
discussed the local project with
Ward
Commissioner
Highway
Oates and was assured by the
Commissioner that this pdolect,
promised to the people in the
recent campaign, would be carried out.

at five, the se-and-so Linotype
machine acted up an it was the
machine that sets the headlines. So in order not to leave
out the news we just decided
to rue the stories without any
headlines hence around town
with no heads low')
Want to hear an eye-witness
account of Queen Elizabeth's
visit to Chicago? You can have
that pleasure when you turn to
the "My Fair Lady" program
on WFUL this morning (Thursday) at nine-thirty a.
Mary Nelle Wright will have
as her guest Mrs. Arthur Larsen of Chicago who is elating
her friend. Mrs. Ted Clark in
Fulton. Mrs. Larson, as a resident of Chicago had a ringside seat at the festivities for
the Queen in the Windy City
and you'll have a ring-side seat
in your home when you hear
Mrs. Lannon interviewed on
WFUL today.
Mrs. Clark was hostess to an
informal coffee party for Mrs.
Larson on Wednesday morning.

Joe Powell and Gene Moody
on August 1 purchased the Dixie
Mobile Milling Company in South
Fulton from Dr. H. W. Connaughton.
Mr. Moody and James Dedmon
will be managers of the local
business, which is located at 429
East State Line.
Mr. Powell and Mr. Moody
have been operating a mobile
milling company out of Union
City.
Mr. Powell also owns and operates a lime company business in
South Fulton and Union City.

this action and all three went to
the Court of Appeals. Two held
that magistrates could not try
cases under this law and one
held that they could.
Explaining where there was a
need for Magistrate Court and
where magistrates were available and appointed by fiscal
court. Up until this date the
county judge has been hearing
all cases within the county, but
after this date the magistrate
will assist the county judge in
the criminal courts, beginning
this past Wednesday morning.
County Judge John Bondurant
had six cases in the Fulton area
this past week, three trials wage
held and three bonds weriasforfeited.
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Farm Bureau
Picnic To Be At
Hickman This Year
Members of the Farm Bureau
have voted to hold the annual
Fulton County Farm Bureau picnic in Hickman. It will be the
first time in 26 years that the annual affair will be held in that end
of the county.
The old Mengel Ball .Park has
been chosen as the site, which is
owned by C. A. Lattus. Mrs. C. N.
Holland said 23 acres will be available for parking and the Aug.
12 activities will begin at 11:30 a.
m. with a barbecue dinner.
In the afternoon 4-H contests
and prizes will be staged after
which the annual beef and dairy
calf show and sale will be held.
The following committees have
been set up: food — Mrs. Frances
Williamson; stands — Robert
Thompson; stands — Mrs. C. A.
Lattus; tickets — C. N. Holland;
and meat — Joe Campbell.
The dinner will cost 50c with
each member ticket and $1.00 for
non-members. Farm Bureau members can buy extra tickets for
their children at 50c each.

Organization of Community
Chest Discussed By B & P W

Edwards Sworn Into Office
As Magistrate. To Hold Court
C'. D. "Spud" Edwards was recently sworn into office as magistrate of the First District (the
Fulton area) and is holding
court each day, if necessary upstairs in the magistrate's office
at the City Hall.
Beginning in 1958 magistrates
could not have criminal trials,
where they received fees on convictions. The Legislature passed
a bill, where magistrates in
counties of this size, would received a salary of $100 a month,
ip lieu of the fee system. The
Fiscal Courts in several counties
then appointed their magistrates
to try cases under the salary
system as provided by the Kenhicky Legislature. About three
lawsuits were filed to protest

the Norman l'eri7s (in the turnmy) because an airplane is
winging in the Robert H. Ivey
family from Paris, France today. Lt.-Col. Ivey and his wife
and the five interesting Ivey
children arrived in New • York
this morning and were met at
the airport by Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Gerrish of Washington.
(Mr. Gerrish is executive secretary to Senator John Sherman
Cooper.)
After a short visit in New York
and Washington the Iveys will
visit in Fulton and the biggest
news of this season for the
whole family is that Lt.-Col. Ivey
will be stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky on this next tour
of duty.
Who's happier than the Terrys?
Nobody except everybody in
Fulton.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Fulton-South
Fulton Business and Professional Woman's Club Tuesday night, it was suggested that the new club have as its
first project the organization of a Community Chest in
Fulton, somthing the town is badly in need of and has
been without for many years.
Mrs. Nelle Lowe, president, appointed a committee
to check with Union City, Mayfield and Murray, to see
just what steps should be taken to organize a Chest
here. If the Chest is organized, the club's funds received
in its Cook Book sale will be used to start the Chest
fund.
At the pot-luck dinner meeting it the K. U. Auditorium Tuesday evening, the club members
voted to sponsor a local girl in the
Purchase District Fair Queen Contest at Mayfield on the ngiht of
Aug. 24.
The queen and her four attendants will receive trophies and
other prizes, and will assist in presenting of awards during the fair.
Requirements are that queen
candidates be Purchase District
residents for at least one year
prior to Aug. 20, 1959, be aged 16
through 21 years, single, and not
winners of previous queen contests'
The contest is sponsored by the
Mayfield Business and Prefessional Woman's Club. with Dr. Lucy
Stem as chairman. Each entry
must be sponsored by a merchant,
civic group, club or organization.
Sponsor fee is $5.00 per contestant.
Entries must be in by midnight
Thursday, Aug. 20.
Formals will be worn for the
contest, which will be judged on
the basis of beauty. stage poise and
personality. Judges will be from
out of town.
All money derived from the contest, outside of expenses, will be

The City of Paducah made what it called its "final
offer" in negotiations to buy the properities of the Kentucky Utilities Company, delegations from affected
cities are attending a meeting for low cost power at
Cumberland Falls this week-end and the City of South
Fulton sees TVA power for some of its citi7ens by the
first of the year. That's the news this week from the
TVA front.
KU has promised to decide by
Friday whether the offer is acceptable, said Robert Nolan, chairman of the Paducah's electric
plant board.
The offer concerns the length of
time Paducah would purchase
wholesale power from Kentucky
Utilities Company under the sale
agreement. The price Paducah is
willing to pay for the system and
the rate of the wholesale power
already have been decided upon.
Acceptance of the Monday offer
would put Paducah in position to
purchase the system because the
term issue is the only point of
disagreement.
The board has not disclosed the
price or rate and Nolan said it is
not yet in position to announce
the
proposal
concerning
the
wholesale power term.
Full Story Promised
"We don't think it is appropriate
before conclusion of negotiations
to make public all of the details,
but as soon as negotiations are
completed, one way or the other,
we will present to the people of
Paducah the full stoy of what has

From July 30 through August 2
the small resort town of French
Lick, Indiana, was swamped with
thousands of jazz fans for the
Second Annual French Lick Jazz
Festival.
Richard
morning
Thursday
Cardwell and I left for French
Lick with tickets to the concerts
nit no place to say. Not being financially overburdened, we didn't
take a suite in the French Lick
Sheraton Hotel, sponsor of the festival. A chance conversation
brought directions to the home of
Elder and Mrs. L. S. Howard, who
graciously consented to rent us a
room for the four days.
Hundreds of hardy, and "unlucky", enthusiasts pitched tents
on the hotel grounds or even slept
in their cars.
The festival is directed by
George T. Wein, director of the
Newport Jazz Festival, and a tremendous musician in his own
right. The Master of Ceremonies
Thursday and Friday was Mr.

Willis Conover of the Voice of
America radio program: Ken Nordine, the originator of Word Jazz,
took over as MC for the last two
days.
There were seven concerts, one
each afternoon except Thursday at
2:30 and one each night at 8:30.
However, the ninety degree heat
made one of the Sheraton's three
swimming pools more inviting
than the afternoon symposiums.
The Thursday night program
featured Count Baste and his
orchestra. the Modern Jazz QuarShearing, Sarah
tet, George
Vaugn, Ken Nordine, and Lambert-Hendricks-Ross.
Friday, after "breakfast" it
12:30, we spent the afternoon
swimming, driving around the
little town, and, as usual with a
couple of boys, eating. Then about
7:00 we headed for our favorite
seats on the fifth row from the
Ken Turner
stage. With the exception, in our
opinions, of the Chico Hamilton Roy Eldridge, the Dukes of DixieQuartet, it was an excellent program, featuring Maynard Fer- land, Coleman Hawkins, and a
gusons' orchestra, Dakota Staten, youth band from a Stan Kenton

Deepest sympathy is extended
to the family of William Wayne
Jones, well known funeral director
of Martin who passed away Sunday night at his home after a long
illness. With the death of this beloved and respected citizen much
of the sentimental hiiltory and
folklore of Tennessee and Kentucky goes to rest with him, for
in his heart he carried a wealth of
historical events handed down
through the generations as a result
used to sponsor the dental unit of love and association.
A man with a keen mind and
for underprivileged children which
the
the B&PW Club pays for each vivid memory he could recount
year.
Tuesday night the B&PW members voted to change their meeting date to the first Tuesday night
of each month. The date will not
be changed again, Mrs. Lowe said.
The next meeting will be a
dinner-meeting at the Derby Cafe.
Three new members were voted
Mrs. Frank LeMaster, a registerinto the club. They are Miss Agnes ed nurse at Fulton Hospital, has
Chmura, Miss Kathryn Kearby been selected as a candidate for
and Mrs. Virginia Stokes.
the office of Committee on Nominations for the Kentucky State
Association of Registered Nurses.
Mrs. LeMaster was selected to
run for the office at a meeting of
the KSARN Committee on NominKellie Lowe, Jr., former an- ations on June 18. She was chosen
nouncer at radio station WFUL, from a group of other nurses subhas accepted a position with the mitted by the district association.
The election will be held at the
engineering staff of the University
Radio Station WBAA, Purdue 53rd Annual Meeting to be held
University. He will leave Aug. 9 at the Kentucky Hotel in Louisto enter college and to accept his ville on Sept. 23,24, and 25.
If elected Mrs. LeMaster will be
new position. He has been attending the University of Southern required to attend the post-conIllinois. Kellie is the son of Mr. vention board meeting which will
and Mrs. Kellie Lowe of West be held on Friday afternoon, Sept.
25.
State Line.

Mrs. LeMaster
Is Candidate
For State Office

Accepts Position
At University

training camp. Andre Previn had
to cancel his appearance because
of Hollywood contracts, so Annie
Ross, Sarah Vaugn, Helen flumes,
George Wein, Chico Hamilton, Jon
Hendricks and Dave Lambert put
on an impromptu jam session that
was really wild.
Saturday, after breakfast at
11:45. the pool still looked better
than the symposium, so in we
went.
Saturday night showcased Stan
Kenton, the Kingston Trio, Chris
Connor, and Ahmad Jamal. As at
the Newport festival, the Kintston
Trio, singing folk songs, got more
audience response than some of
the regular jazz soloists. The traffic after the show was very light—
it only took forty-seven minutes
to drive three blocks!
Sunday afternoon Richard and
I finally thought enough of the
talent lineup to attend the session
In the sun. After Kai Winding and
the Dave Baker orchestra performed, we skipped out on the
rest of the bill. Two and a half
hours in the stifling heat had

gone on," said the chairman.
Nolan pointed out that Paducah
must complete negotiations soon
if the question of acquiring the
KU system is put on the ballot for
the November election.
"If we are to get a contract
drafted and be able to get the
proposal on the ballot for November, we must reach an agreement
right away and get it signed by
early September," Nolan said.
Meanwhile Ho Gardner and
Harold Everett of Hickman and
Rodney Miller and Clyde Williams,
Jr., of Fulton are among the Fulton County citizens, representing
their respective cities, attending a
meeting being held at Cumberland
Falls this week-end to discuss low
cost power for citizens in the Tennessee Valley Authority area.
South Fulton, Tenn. excluded
from the "freeze" of the huge TVA
financing bill now on President
Eisenhower's desk sees some of its
citizens using TVA power by the
first of the year. B. B. Crockett,
manager of the Weakley County
Municipal Electric Power system
told the News on Wednesday that
Continued On Page Five

Ken-Tenn Area Mourns Passing Of
Beloved And Respected W.W.Jones

Stars,'Sun Make Jazz Festival"Profound Gass"
By Ken Turner

Elsewhere In US $3

Paducah Makes Final Offer To KU;TVA
In South Fulton By Early Next Year

Fulton's All-Star little league
ball teams won one and lost
one in the exciting All-Star
playoff being held at Dyersburg
this week. With Jimmy Yates
on the mound the Fulton team
won 10-2 on Monday, but lost on
Tuesday night, with the same
score, reversed a little, 2-10.
Members of the All-Star team
are: Greg Williamson, P. D.
Butterflies and airplanes are the Blaylock, Tommy Toon, Bobby
order of the day at the Norman Hastings, Ronnie Grissom, Ward
Terry home in Fulton today.
Bushart, Thomas Russell, JimThe butterflies have taken over
Continued On Page rive

Purchase Mobile
Milling Co. Here

Single Copy, 10c

slightly dampened our enthusiasm.
Sunday night featured twelve
stars plus their sidemen. Jack
Teagarden led off with his trio,
followed by the Miles Davis septet.
Marion McPartland's trio played
two numbers then was joined by
her husband Jimmy, Pee Wee
Russel, Vic Dickenson, Bucky
Clayton, Jimmy Rushing, George
Wein, and Jack Teagarden for a
real swinging set.

smallest detail of his family history and the part his family played in the civic, cultural and religious development of the Kentucky-Tennessee area.
A staunch and devout Christian
he was in a profession that afforded him every opportunity to
show his devotion and affection
for his fellowman. He numbered
his many friends by his aserierietes
and acquaintances and the sincerity of each sympathetic gesture he
made brought him many long and
devoted friendships.
Wayne Jones was a man of great
stature and personal following and
yet when speaking of his loved
ones he was humble enough and
sincere enough to choke up with
tears when any little honor was
paid to him and his family.
The staffs of the Fulton News
and Radio Station WFUL have
lost a fine and devoted friend as
have many families all over this
area that he loved so well.
-He was born July 25, 1882 and
was the son of the late John F.
and Mary Frances Golden Jones.
Funeral services were held at
the First Baptist Church in Martin
with Rev. Charles A. Wingo and
Rev. H. H. Boston officiating at
2:30 p. m., Tuesday. Burial was in
East Side Cemetery.
Mr. Jones entered the funeral
home business in 1910 and for a
number of years was associated
with the late L. A. Winstead in
Winstead-Jones Funeral Home in
Fulton. This business was located
at the site of the Jones Hospital
here. He later moved to Martin
and was the owner of W. W. Jones
Fc Sons Funeral Home there for
many years.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church at Martin and was
a member of the Board of Trustees
at Union University, Jackson,
Tenn.
Survivors include — His wife
Mrs. Mattie L. Jones of Martin;
a son, Truett Jones, Martin; three
daughters, Mrs. V. A. Richardson,
Martin, Mrs. W. D. Meallor, Jr.,
Atlanta, Georgia, Mrs. Ute F. Halliburton, Bowling Green; two
sisters, Mrs. A. C. Butts of Fulton,
Mrs. Roscoe Shanklin, Dresden,
Route 4 and a brother, Dr. D. I...
Jones, Fulton. Three grandchildren
also Survive.

Council Meetings
Are Postponed

Dizzy Gillespie and his combo
followed, then turned the spotlight over to the Dave Brubeck
Both the Fulton and South FulQuartet to close out a truly en- ton city council meetings, scheduljoyable but slightly too long four ed for Monday night, were postdays.
poned.
The Fulton council meeting was
In spite of the regular hours:
breakfast at 12:00, dinner at 4:00, postponed because Mayor Nelson
and supper at midnight, in spite Tripp is on vacation in Colorado,
of the heat (it was really the hum- and the South Fulton council
idity), in spite of the bard seats meeting was postponed bemuse
and the mosquitos, I think we are several of the council members
going to take every legal step, and were absent.
The Fulton council will meet
a few not-so-legal ones, to get
next Monday night. The data of
back next year.
the South Fulton council meeting
In the words of Peter Gunn, it has not been announced
yet.
was a 'Profound Gass."
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Area Newspapers Went All Out For Our Centennial;
Let's Write Bill Powell And Others To Thank Them
We know that so many times, that
the centennial and of course the cenyou, like us have nice thoughts about tennial itself. Bill came to Fulton on
nice people and make a mental renumerous occasions with his trusty
solution to make your thoughts copy paper and pencil and was right
known to those people. But all too there when the news was happening.
often the intention stops with the
As a matter of fact we have come
thought and a good resolution goes to regard Bill Powell as a Fulton citiastray.
zen almost, for he has been invited to
speak here on many occasions and
So it has been, we are sure, with
does a creditable job in every thing
the thought of gratitude you have had
he undertakes. We detect a real soft
sbout the tremendous amount of
wonderful publicity that was afford- - spot in Bill's heart for Fulton, its
people and its community endeavors
ed Fulton's great centennial by Bill
and we are grateful to him for many
Powell of the Paducah Sun-Democrat
and by other newspapers that circu- reasons.
So today when you read this little,
late in Fulton.
humble tribute to Bill Powell and the
While the Courier-Journal, the
other fine newspapers who made our
Mayfield Messenger ,the Union City
Messenger and the Commercial Ap- centennial a success, why not drop
peal did more than their duty in re- them a note and tell them so. We are
sure Bill knows we appreciate his
porting the centennial, it was Bill
efforts. But just so there'll be no
Powell and his co-workers at the
doubt, tell him and the others so toPaducah Sun-Democrat who went all
out to cover the advance events of day.

Police News Of Record Should Be Matter For Public
Information; News Blackout Is Quite Dangerous

I

It is not likely that the many area
readers of this newspaper are not also
listeners of Radio Station WFUL's
popular live-wire news program each
morning at seven a. m. It is with deep
appreciation that we herewith acknowledge the fine cooperation the
station has received from the various
news sources such as hospitals, funeral homes, sheriff and police departments and many citizens who give the
livewire, and its parent program
OPERATION CALL-IN, so many
news items.
- However, last week the station discontinued its morning call to the Fulton, Kentucky police department for
the reason that has been plainly obvious to you and to us for the past
several weeks.
The management of the Radio Station regrets the action it was forced
to take in spite of the fact that the
station believes firmly in the people's
right to know the news from its police
department.
No reputable news media is de.sirous of making public any police inTormation that might tend to block
attempts to apprehend a law violator

or to obstruct justice. And it was not
the intention of WFUL to report news
that was not a matter of public record.
It was common knowledge among
staff members of the station that
some Fulton, Kentucky police officers
took a dim view of the morning call
and their apathy in that direction was
plainly evident. While we are completely aware of the rather difficult
conditions under which police officers
operate, that their salaries are not
commensurate with their risks and
that they are not among a city's most
appreciated citizens, we feel that
their general attitude sometimes is
not conducive to making their lot in
life any more serene.
The management of WFUL does
not regard the discontinuance of the
morning news call to the Fulton
police department as a minor action.
Actually it has very serious connotation. How serious remains a matter
of consideration by the Mayor and
City Council and for you the taxpaying citizens of Fulton, Kentucky
who support the department.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEES

A Name To Know—And Respect
By Rev. Leo J. Trese,

1

"brought disgrace on the family
name."
Author of The Faith Explained.
•
All this is obvious, of course. But it
Wisdom Shall Enter and others
serves to recall to mind why it is a
"What's in a name?" once asked
sin to misuse God's name — to use
Shakespeare. His famous answer, it carelessly or irreverently.
'That which we call a rose by any
THE MOST common way in which
other name would smell as sweet," is
we may fail in our duty to respect
sonly half true.
God's name is the sin of profanity —
A NAME, whether it be of a person
the use of the Holy Name simply to
or of a thing, gathers many emotional
relieve our feelings. "My God, no!"
overtones by constant use. A name "For Christ's sake, stop making that
ceases to be just a group of letters
noise!" Seldom a day passes, as we go
taken from the alphabet; a name
about 'our activities, that we do not
comes to represent the person or
hear these and similar phrases.
thing which bears the name.
Sometimes, indeed, there is not
The emotions aroused in us by the
even the excuse of emotion; we enword "rose" are quite different from
counter persons who scatter God's
those evoked by the name "skunk
name throughout their conversation
cabbage." A young man in love only
as casually as you or I might mention
has to hear his sweetheart's name
apples or onions. Always, of course,
mentioned, even casually by a strang- they testify to a lack or shallowness
er, to make his pulse rate rise.
in their love for God.
MEN have killed — and been killed
USUALLY such language is the re— "in defense of their good name."
sult
of thoughtlessness and carelessWhole families have been grieved beness
rather than malice — there is no
cause some member of the family
deliberate intent to dishonor God or
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
to show contempt for His name. Still,
1. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
it shows disrespect for God and it can
Editors and Publishers
cause grave scandal; for example, if
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
a parent by his profanity weakened
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association fudging
Also Second plaee In 1669 and Honorable Mention Is
respect for God's name in his child19611
ren.
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
If we love God we shall love His
.
11
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name and never speak it except with
(subscriptions.
airof xIll
raz.
e
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i to
"
reverence. We shall never use it as an
Published Every Thursday of The Tear
expletive, as an expression of anger
member of the Kentucky Press Association
or impatience or surprise; we shall do
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
nothing to bring infamy upon His
Subscription Rates $2.00 per year in Fulton,
name.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties. Tenn. Elsewhere
INDEED,a name stands for the one
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
who bears the name — and our atsatared _ as iiisoond clam matter Juno IL 193$ at a,,
titude towards 'God's name reflects
Pert orne• at Putten. Eantuckr. under the thatied
States Postal set of March 111111
our attitude towards Him whose
Thursday, August 6, 1959
name it is.
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by Maroattare

Social Security
Information Told

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Are you losing some of your
THE NEWS welcomes expressocial securiy payments? Probably
not, but some persons do, accord- sions treat its readers. Saab
ing to Charles M. Whitaker, Man- items smnot be signed but
ager of the Paducah Office. Thou- name wUl be mamitted treat
publicans if requested.
sands of dollars are lost each year
by failure to file an application for
old age benefits.
Mrs. Johanna M. Westpheling,
If you are planning to retire c/o The News,
this year, you should file Ypur ap- Fulton, Kentucky
plication at least a month before
Dear Joe
your 65th birthday (62nd birthday
Once again I am back in my
if you are • woman and plan to
retire before you are 65). If you Mountain View, California office
file early, your claim can be pro- which is very pleasant after havcessed more quickly and your ing been away from it for five full
weeks.
checks can be expected sooner.
The highlight of Ruth's and my
Don't delay; inquire before you
retire. Your social security repre- vacation was the two days spent
sentative will be glad to help you In Fulton. Usually I am not at ease
in preparing your application. over the microphone but do wish
Check with him or inquire at your to tell you very honestly that
under your guidance I felt quite
local social security -office
my natural self except for the
point later on in the program
when I was presented with a scroll
by George Hubley, making me a
Kentucky Colonel and even though
a pleasant one it certainly was an
The annual "Miss Obion County
unexpected surprise of the first
sponsored
revue,
Fair" beauty
order.
Fair
County
Obion
jointly by the
association and the Veterans of
Mayor Counce of South Fulton
Foreign Wars Auxiliary, has been pointed out your husband. Paul, to
scheduled for Sept. 3 and will be me at the luncheon table last Friheld at Turner field near Union day and I did so want to meet him
not only because he was your husCity beginning at 7 p. m.
band but because he had such a
unmarbe
must
contestants
All
marvelous set of whiskers, but
years
18
least
at
must
be
ried and
during the hustle and bustle at
of age and less than 21 before the the
end of the luncheon I missed
end of this year. A girl who has tseeing
either of yo-.t.
won a major senior beauty event
Ruth joins me in thanking you
of this type is not eligible to enter.
She must be a resident of Obion personally, together with all of
county and only one representative your many friends in Fu:ton and
from any one organization may South Fulton, on such genuine and
compee. All entrants must be ac- sincere cordiality, and looking
companied by a $5 registration fee. forward to coming back to Fulton
soon and seeing you again when I
do. I remain
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mollie King
Cordially yours,
and son, Jimmy.
C. P. Morse

Beauty Revue To
Be Held Sept. 3

"One thing about Arryle, a rush of work
wow pawns bear

f
i;:11 FROM THE FILES--

Turning Back The Clock-August 5, 1535
Fred Cooper, twenty year old
son of Mrs. Fred Cooper, received
severe head cuts and bruises in an
automobile
accident
Saturday
about noon at the corner of Fourth
and Eddings Street.
Umpires have beer „lected for
the Old Timers' ball game to be
played here Thursday night. Ward
McClellan will umpire behind the
plate and the base umpires will be
L. T. Bugg, L. Kasnow and E. N.
DeMyer.
Maurice Madden, white, was arrested Monday by Chief K. P. Dalton, Fulton, and Chief L. W. Cunningham, South Fulton and charg-

ed with stealing a cow belonging
to Rev. P. E. Cates Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Roam and
daughter, Ruth, spent Sunday with
Rev. and Mrs. 0. N. Hoskinson in
Dawson Springs, Ky.
Miss Allie B. Naylor of Union
City and Miss Elizabeth Sinclair
returned Sunday from a visit with
Mrs. Otis Sisson in Detroit.
H. B. Gibson, recently named as
assistant county agricultural agent
of Fulton and Hickman counties,
arrived in Hickman last week to
assume his duties. He is a graduate
of the University of Kentucky and
was formerly county agent of
Hancock county.

around town with

Ouida Jewell
Friday I spent a most enjoyable later it had been installea. We
afternoon out on the R. L. McNatt thank you. Jo. She really knows
farm near Dukedom.
how to get things done—especially
Mr. McNatt is one of those for- when things get hot.
tunate people who doesn't have to
work for a living, so he spends his
Mother, Daddy and I had a most
time going to conventions, sing- enjoyable time at Jackson Sunday
ings and "collecting and cleaning at a family dinner at the home of
up old things".
my aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. McNatt, who is quite a his- Clifton Hamlett.
torian, collects all kinds of old
items. He has old guns, old bells,
Heard from my cousin, Frances
books, works of art, and practi- Landuyt of St. Louis, formerly of
cally anything you might think of. this city, and she was telling about
All of his collector's items are their recent vacation to California.
very interesting and many are She appeared on The Truth or
very valuable.
Consequences TV program and
Over the years, we have written was kissed by the Master of Ceremany articles about Mr. McNatt, monies. She had quite a time.
and- he has brought many of his
show pieces to our office for us to
Peg and Bill Hussey of Tulsa,
see, but until Friday I had never Okla.. are traveling around the
found the right time to accept his country in style these days. Bill
invitation to visit his farm.
recently got his pilots licenses and
Mr. McNatt has almost complet- purchased himself an airplane.
WI a building at the corner of his Saturday afternoon they landed at
beautiful, tree-shaded lawn. The the Union City airport and were
building will be turned into a met by Peg's mother, Mrs. Ruth
museum, dedicated to the memory Scott, and came to Fulton for a
of his mother, who, died several brief visit. They returned to Tulsa
years ago.
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. McNatt, whose parents were
pioneer citizens of Weakley CounWe always have a good time
ty, divides his time between his when Betty Rawls Nichols and her
farm near Dukedom and Dresden, young daughter come down from
Tenn. Mr. McNatt owns a house Lansing. We drink more coffee
at Dresden, but has lived in a and do more talking.
boarding house there for the past
Betty is here visiting her moth17 years.
er, Mrs. Pete Green and family
Mr. McNatt, a very friendly type and will be here until her sister,
of a person, is active in the Ameri- Jackie, leaves the middle of the
can Legion, the Masonic Lodge, month to join her husband, who is
the Elks Lodge and other organi- stationed in the service in Berzations. He has served as Tennes- muda. see state commander of the American Legion for a number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark and
son of Pontiac, Mich., were in FulFulton's Centennial Queen Shir- ton last week for the funeral of
ley Puckett and her husband, Mr. Clark's mother. Mr. Clark,
Ralph, will leave late Friday for former Fulton restaurant owner,
Miami Beach, Fla., for their week's is now in business in Pontiac.
all-expenses paid trip at a swanky
hotel there.
Mrs. Annabelle Edwards of
Mrs. Puckett won the trip for Jackson and grandchildren, Chris
two as a prize for being selected and Lee Meadows, visited friends
Centennial Queen. She and Mr. in Fultot Thursday evening.
Puckett will complete their summer's studies at Murray State ColMrs. Ernest Brower of Bruceton
lege Friday morning.
and mother, Mrs. T. J. Bellew of
Yuma. Tenn., visited the latter's
I want to tall you something niece, Mrs. Ernest Willey in Fulfunny. Our boss Paul is in Leaven- ton last Wednesday.
worth for the next two weeks, so
our boss Jo came down to the ofMr. and Mrs. Ervin Shaeffer and
fice to work Monday morning. daughter, Sarah Lynn and Mr. and
June and I have been complain- Mrs. J. D. King, visited Sunday in
ing all summer about how hot it Hopkinsville with Mrs. King's
was, but still no air-conditioner. brother and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Will Paul be surprised when he Morris Weaver.
gets back, for Jo hadn't been in
the office more than a half-hour,
Mrs. Bobby Hargis and daughbefore she had ordered an air- ter, Lesa of Calvert City, have reconditioner for the office. An hour turned home after visiting her

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. DePriest of
Sikeston. Mo. visited her sister.
Mrs. Ernest Willey in Fulton last
Wednesday.

Ky. Car Dealers
Plan Convention

by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

TIPS FOR EASY LIVING.
When "dog days" with real August sizzlers come along, most
of us take to the . outdoors.
Whether it's porch, patio or just
the backyard, we're often out of
the house when the phone rings.
That's when a handy extension
phone fits the spot for real relaxing. Saves running inside,
often to get there too late. So,
here's the first tip for a more
leisurely summer—have your phones where you need them
—just give us a ring and we'll put them in your home for
fingertip convenience.
•

ON VACATION TOO, telephones can help you relax. A
quick Long Distance call ahead can arrange hotel or motel
reservations. And, if you're wondering about someone at
home, check up first-hand by Long Distance. Because
wherever you are, there's a telephone nearby to make
your summer pleasanter and more comfortable.
•

•
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Vice President
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.

Dot McKnight and her father.
Mr. Morris, left Tuesday morning
The Kentucky Automobile
on a vacation trip to Bolixi, Miss., Dealers Association will meet
and New Orleans, La.
Sept. 20-22 at Dam Village State
Park, Gilbertsville. N. S. McCaw,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fly and Madisonville, president, will conchildren have returned from a 10- duct the business sessions.
Special program for ladies and
day vacation trip to Florida. They
numerous social affairs are being
report a wonderful time.
arranged by C. B. Wilson. PadGo to Church Sunday
ucah, convention chairman.

•

/Fa
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•

THE "INSTANTS"—Flave been noticing how many instant foods there are these days, giving homemakers more
time to relax. Makes me think of another "instant" that
gives us a deep-down reason to relax and feel easy. That's
the fine defense warning systems set up to flash warnings
of approaching airborne objects quicker than you can fix a
cup of instant coffee. Telephone scientists and engineers who work to perfect
ever-better service for you,
also help set up these systems. It's good to know
they're constantly working
on new developments to
help guard our country.
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(id's note: the following tniormatton, supetied THE MEWS
ow the USDA, ASC. nearby County Agents and agricultural
,,,tenetes will be of special interest to Progressive tarv.ers in the
hen-Tenn area):
19611 SOD, BANK DETAILS
READY BY MID-AUGUST

Farmers of Fulton county who
are interested in the Conservation
Reserve of the Soil Bank for the
1960 crop season will be able to
get full information at the county
Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Conservation office after the middle of August, ASC Chairman Roy
Bard said today.
The 1960 Conservation Reserve
will be similar to the 1959 program, Mr. Bard said, except that
substantially less new acreage will
be taken into the program than
last year. Tbe basic national rate
of payment will be $13.50, the
same as in 1959.
The principal changes in the
program this year will be as follows:
I. Land owned by a state,
county, town, or local government
will be ineligible for the program
--a rule which is already in effect

for Federal land.
2. Land which has changed
ownership (except through inheritance) since December 31, 1956
is ineligible to enter the program
in 1960.
3. If land under a 1960 Conservation Reserve contract is sold. the
contract generally may be assumed by the purchaser only after
it has been in effect for three
years.
As in 1959. the 1960 Conservation Reserve will be conducted on
an offer-and-acceptance basis. The
first step will be for the farmer to
Inform the county office of the
land he wants to place in the program and request that a basic peracre rate be established for that
land. These rate requests may be
filed at the county office beginn-
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Located a half-mile south of Dukedom on
Dresden highway.

EDGAR REEVES
Dukedom', Tenn.

Phone 69

a farmer's land is set at $12 an
acre, he will have a better chance
of getting a contract if he offers
the land at $9 an acre than if he
offers it at $10 or more.
A farmer who applied for a 1959
Conservation Reserve contract but
was not offered one because of
shortage of funds will get special
consideration this year. Such a
farmer will be offered a contract
at the basic rate for his land reduced by the average amount of
reduction for all offers received in
the county. If he is not willing to
accept such terms, his application
will be considered on the regular
basis along with other applications
received.
For most farms, placing land
under contract will require a corresponding acreage reduction in
grains, oilseeds, and row crops,
which are known as Soil Bank
base crops. The per-acre rate will
be earned each year the contract
is in effect. In addition, a farmer
can get a cost-shart payment to
assist in establishing approved
conservation uses on the land.

$50.00 Reward to Anyone Who Can Show Us an
Air-Conditioner on the Market That Will Out

Kentucky 4-H members are eligible to compete for $800 in U. S.
ilseek
Mmese
PS1
Savings Eonds in the 1959 4-H
Club Achievement Contest in low down paymenCrk
Home Economics and Agriculture. and Easy Terms
Awards of $100 bonds will go to
the state champions in home economics and agriculture. They will
be selected on the basis of projects, leadership and participation
in 4-H community and county
activities.

Perform. . . .
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DEATHS
Mrs.!Jennie Weaver
Services for Mrs. Nannie Weaver of near Water Valley, died at
Jones Clinic at 4 a. m. Monday,
after a short illness, were held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. The Rev.
Raymond Trevathan of McKenzie
officiated. Burial, under direction
of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom, was in the Water
Valley Cemetery. She was 68.
Mrs. Weaver was born in Houston County, Tenn., March 28, 1891,
daughter of Frank and Bobbie
Moore Hudson.
Her husband, W. F. Weaver,
died in September, 1956.
She leaves two sons, Luther and
George Weaver of Water Valley;
four daughters, Mrs. Finis Klutts
and Miss Verline Weaver of near
Water Valley, Mrs. Charlie Riley
of Tuscon, Ariz., and Mrs. Raymond Clark of Fulton.

Ernest LeCornu
Ernest Lee LeCornu, died at
12:25 at his home at 407 east
State Line Friday. He had been in
ill health for the past seven years.
He was the son of the late
Ernest LeCornu and Core Lee LeCornu. He was born August 7,
1904 in Weakley County, Tennessee.
He was a member of the Baptist Church at Johnson Grove.
He is survived by his wife, three
sisters, Mrs. Mary Nelson of Dukedom, Mrs. Oscar Thompson and
Mrs. Henry Bethel of Fulton, three
brothers, Otis LeCornu of Dukedom and J. B. and R. L. LeCornu
of Fulton.
Two uncles, Hugh and Isam
LeCornu of Fulton, one aunt, Mrs.
Jessie Johnson of Fulton, and several neices and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted
Sunday afternoon at 2:00 p. m. at
the Whitnel Funeral Home Chapel.
Burial was in Fairview Cemetery
under the direction of the Whitnel
Funeral Home.
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1 Full Year Free Service and Parts.
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York gives you more.

Priced from $179.95

CASHION'S SPECIALIZED SERVICE
111 EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 559
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Company
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Dr.Frank May
Dr. Frank May, 30-year-old son
of Mrs. George Brand, Mayfield,
died suddenly of a heart attack
Thursday in Durham, N. C.
Funeral services were conducted Sunday at 2 p. m. in Durham.
Dr. May was the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vincent,
Mayfield.

Information concerning the contest may be obtained from home
demonstration
agents,
county
agents, or by writing the Public
Service Department, The CourierJournal and the Louisville Times,
Louisville 2, Kentucky.

Rain Produce
"Almost Perfect"
Crop Outlook
Fulton County Agent John B.
Watts said that the recent rains
have produced "the greatest opportunity for the biggest crop
yield for Fulton County farmers."
Watts said minor damage was
caused in some areas from the recent dry weather and some front
too much rain but on the whole
conditions are ideal.
The rich delta section of the
county with its big cotton corp
hadn't been damaged by dry weather, but the upland sections comprising about half the farmland of
the county, were beginning to need
rain, he said.
According to Watts conditions
are "almost perfect"

ELECTRIC

BENNETT

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM

Maehines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 2U1
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
Widmann Cando" end Time
Plows it An 1010. Alyeaseedy Begalrell it Low Oust
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kNDREWS
Jawahy Company

Many of our friends have expressed an interest
In modern funeral methods and equipment. Visitors
are always welcome here and we will be pleased to
conduct them through our home and answer their
questions about the problems that arise when death
occurs in a family.
We firmly believe that the nature of our service
is too•intimate and sacred to be entrusted to any
but the most responsible persons. Every detail.
however small, is personally supervised by a trusted member of our staff, well qualified by character,
training and experience.
WE SERVE TO SERVE AGAIN ....

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Phone 7

302 Carr St.

Fulton, Kentucky

1

ABOUT WHICH
AIR CONDITIONER
TO BUY?

AUDUBON MUSEUM
The Audubon Museum, Henderson, is built of native stone which
has a faint glistening of silver,
giving it a fantastic connection
with the tradition of Kentucky's
lost silver mine.

YORK Air-Conditioners
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The top boy in agriculture and
the top girl in home economics In
each of Kentucky's six agricultural-extension districts will receive a $50 bond. In addition to the
monetary prizes, the 14 winners
and their parents will be guests of
honor at the annual Farm Awards
Luncheon in Louisville next February.
Certificates of merit will be
awarded to the top achievement
winner in each county.

"Oh, ohil That mewls we can't get tie week...Let's
grab a cab and go to a asovier

MOTOROLA TV
Most Reliable
TV Receiver

MOTO
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$800 In Awards
Offered Winners
In 4-H Contest

Dan Taylor of Taylor ChevroletBuick was a dealer winner in
Group 13 in a recent sales promotion and as a prize receives an
all-expense paid trip to Las Vegas,
Nevada for he and Mrs. Taylor.
They left Monday morning and
will be guests at the famed Flamingo Hotel.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, August 6, 1959
By d'A1essio

Taylor And Wife
Win Las Vegas Trip

STARLITE Drive-In

FARM FOR SALE

THESE WOMEN!

At the close of the morning service Sunday, the youth took over
the entire program of the First
Baptist Church for one full week.
Symbols of leadership were given
to Carl Wayne Wade, youth pastor; Glen Fuller, youth minister
of music; and Morgan Fields,
youth chairman of deacons.
The youth leaders took charge
of the Training Union at 6:30 p. m.
and the Evening Service at 7:30
p. m.

Alexander To Be
ing August 24 and must be filed
not later than September IQ in the
Music Director Here
farmer wants to be considered for
a 1960 contract.
The South Fulton Baptist
The county committee will es- Church has called Kenneth Alextablish the rate, setting it 10 per- ander to serve as Interim Music
cent higher if all eligible cropland Director.
on the farm is to be retired.
He will fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Don Holland.
Alter the basic rate has been de- Mr. Holland has accepted the call
Felten - Untie City highway
termined, the farmer may apply of the Huntingdon First Baptist
(Starts Friday Aug. 7
for a contract at any figure below
Runs Through Thursday Aug. 13 that rate. In case the county re- Church of Huntingdon. He began
his work there on Aug. 1.
(Starts at 11:96)
ceives more applications than it
"TUE DUEY OF ANNE FRANK"
given' Mr. Alexander has attended
will
priority
be
accept
can
with Millie Perkins
to the farmer offering the land at. Union University. He majored in
Alm
music field and is an
Maris Sun-Man-The-Wed-Titur ai the lowest rate compared with the the church
basic rate established for his land. employee of the Ferry-Morse Seed
7:19
Maxis Set. at 7:13 and 11:41
For example, if the basic rate on Co. He is married to the former
Patsy Elliott.

51 Acre farm; six room house with bath.

eed Co

Youth %I/4*k Begins
At First Baptist

'

Phone 128

moor

SEE WHY YORK
GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY!

30% Mon Humidity
Removal!
Moisture
sprayed at ordinary
coil (left) can pass
thru. But York Coil
removes moisture as
air twists, turns and
ricochets.

Longer Peak Petformonce I Sealed-in-steal
compressor is gas
cooled to prevent overheating. Automotivetype piston rings conserve compression season after season' _

York laysiall the cards on the tablet
Not only do we urge you to inspect
York Room Air Conditioners, we
show you proof-peat:lye comparing)
testa. You get all the facts BEFORB
YOU BUY! And those facts show
that York and only York gives you
all theme benefits of sir conditioning.
Cane in! See kw yourself!

9.95

Prices Start
$19
As Low As...
FRB "LOOK MIDI"
COMPARISON
DOOM
Proven York gives
you more banadits

YORK Medalist.
Tiny unit you can install yourself. Gives
up to 60% wore cooling pawed

YORK Mahe.
Beautifully styled.
Hydra-Lift system
gives you extra coo&
big for hotted daysi

YORE Menepellise.
Ultra-moist. Cask up
to 3roma. Due-Cycle
steweHrIllig premeds
*write&

it air conclidoudeg.
Get your copy
iodayl

III IT TODAY'

CASIIION'S SPECIALIZED SERVICE
111 EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 559
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The News repor+s your- - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Dear Diary—
Tonight I Wok a ride through our town. I passed the
swimming pool which earlier in the day had been filled
with so much gaiety. Evening shadows had carried this
merriment across to the park, where the crack of a
baseball bat and the whir of skates rang with childish
laughter.
I drove to the baseball park—only a few nights ago
filled with pioneer wagons, can-can girls, and atomic
bombs.
And finally I rode by the stores, churches, and houses
of Fulton—the scenes of so many lovely events this
summer. How I wished I could remember them always!
And a lone star, tiny but brilliant, peeked out of a cloud
and smiled on our town.
Arriving home, I found this diary in my room—waiting for me to record the affairs of the Twin-Cities. Yet,
as I take pen in hand, I realize that this won't be a
chronicle of events but rather a record of the friendliness and graciousness that make Fulton "HOME".
June, traditionally the month of
weddings, will probably be a very
envious lady when "he sees SUE
HELMBFtECHT, LUCK ANDERSON, and BETTY GREGORY,
three of Fulton's August brides —
and so lovely!!
SUE, who will marry August 9,
moved here last year from Parsons, Kansas. Certainly an attractive asset to the town, no one
could agree more than LEROY
SAWYER, the groom-to-be.
With all the parties and last
minute preparations SUE, LUCY
and BETTY are in a flurry of
activity—and LUCY, whose wedding to CHARLES WADE ANDREWS will be August 15, has an
added project—five adorable kittens which arrived in her home on
Carr Street last week. As irresistable as they are, these babies can't
interest a bride for whom so many
parties have been held. One of

charming affairs preluding her tea Mrs. Foster Callihan of LakeSaturday, BEVERLY'S week must land were enroute to Seattle,
Washington and stopped over
have been a wonderful one.
Monday night with the Frank
News from Fulton's "Younger Beadles' on Third street. Polly
Set" includes several parties.... is the daughter of Mary ElizaOne last week was a hamburger beth Beadles Penn and the late
supper that MARGARET OMAR Ralph Penn, former Fultoniana.
had, honoring two out-of-town Mrs. Callihan, who teaches at
SNOW
and Florida Southern in CIrkeland and
visitors, LINDA
SUSAN JONES. Both girls have Polly spend
month on an islived in Fulton; so you can ima- land off
und where Mrs.
e
gine the gay, giggling time the Callihan has a lovely summer
eleven guests had. LINDA, who home. They left Tuesday mornnow lives in Louisville, is the ing via plane from Paducah . . .
daughter of the JACK SNOWS, and we're wondering if Polly
while SUSAN, of Corpus Christi, got over the "butterflies" before
Texas, "belongs to" the JERRY she reached her destination. This
JONES.
was her first flight.
—Ella -Doyle
Several days later another group
of girls gathered to -help LYNN
DALLAS celebrate her eleventh
birthday. The party, held at the
home of LYNN'S grandparents,
MR. and MRS. CLLTDE SHELBY
A group of girls from Fulton and
in Highlands, was a picnic, and a
lot of fun was the order of the Hickman Counties have been at(The News has a geed diarist
tending the Brownie Scout camp
Another August wedding—the this week sad we knew you'll day!
this past week.
niece—drew
her
of
marriage
BILL SIMRELL was another near Cayce
eniey the sallies in her kerneThe camp, which opened July
ETHEL McDANIEL and her two town JesrashL . .1M's Nelie)
one with a birthday last week,
28, continued through Aug. 4 with
daughters, SUSAN and TERRY,
and he, too, celebrated in fine
all the way to Los Angeles, Calif- CARMEN and MARIANNA on a style. BILL, who was twelve, had sessions held from 9 a. m. until
ornia. SUSAN, who was maid-of- plane for a visit with BETTY'S eight friends and his brother, 3 p. m. daily.
The camp was held under the
honor in the wedding returned to parents in Atlanta; and this week CRAIG,for a barbeque supper and
Creek Girl Scout
Fulton Sunday, but ETHEL and BITTY and the baby, CAROLINE, games. How nice it is to have such auspices of Bear
TERRY are staying out west two will drive to Atlanta—arriving lovely families as the SIMRELL'S Council.
Parents of the girls provided
more weeks.
just in time for CARMEN'S birth- come to Fulton.
transportation.
Sunny Cainorma has, indeed, day.
'Twas ever so nice to see our
The Fulton Jaycees will meet
drawn its share of Fultonians this
Indeed, diary, so many people
summer —MARGARET HOMRA are coming and going this sum- little friend, Polly Penn Fore- Thursday night at 7:30 at the club
hand, (Mrs. Cooper Forehand) room on Lake Street. All memand her kids, PAM, CINDY and mer—it's hard to keep track!!
of Lakeland Floridia. Polly and bers are urged to attend.
RONNIE, spent the month of June
there, (incidentally, one of the
A beautiful bride-to-be and a
high spots of MARGARET'S trip beautiful home were combined
was her visit with DR. JOE DAVIS Saturday for one of the loveliest
and his wife, MARILY.) While events of the season when MARY
CYNTHIA CAMPBELL just re- ETHNA WILSON and VIVIAN
cently returned from a trip out WILLIAMSON entertained BEVthat way.
ERLY HILL with an exquisite tea
Though not traveling to the at VIVIAN'S home. A pink color
coast, MR. and MRS. E. .7. Mc- scheme prevailed in the dining
COLLUM, their grandchildren, room, and the tea girls in billowy
NANCY and JIMMY TREAS, and organdies added such charm. BEVMRS. VIRGIL DAVIS saw a bit ERLY, who will marry in early
of the ole west while_ visiting the September, was dressed in a white
EDDIE BENEDICTS and their son sheath trimmed in blue, and her
ALAN in Fort Collins, Colorado. mother. EXIE, was a lovely comALAN returned to Fulton with plement in solid blue.
the group for a visit with his
BEVERLY recently returned
the
grandparents,
VIRGIL from a trip to Lexington, KenDAVISES; and you can bet NOR- tucky, and while in that part of
MA an&EDDIE would have liked the state she was feted with two
to come with them. However, they parties. One of these, a formal
will get to see some more home- dinner, was held by NANCY
folks this week when MONTELLE WATERFIELD, at the home of her
and NELSON TRIPP arrive there parents, LIEUTENANT GOVERfor a visit. His stop in Fort Collins NOR and MRS. HARRY LEE
will climax for NELSON a tour WATERFIELD in Frankfort, Ken001.001 Ow OS WWII
that he has been making of the tucky. The other party was a
1,10711
Maul
west along with ELMER McNATT kitchen shower given by JUDY
and WARD and JOE JOHNSON, PENNEBAKER
ALICE
and
and you can imagine the fun those BROADBENT at the home of
three have had.
MRS. BLANTON COLLIER, LexANNE FALL, too, headed for ington, Kentucky. With these two

MOZELLE'S bridge club: KATHRYN, MARY BOYD, DIXON
GRAHAM, ELENOR HUDDLESWHITESELL,
TON, BELLE
DORIS WILEY, MRS. FRED
CLOYS of Union City, and MRS.
FRANK WILES of Martin. A very
special guest that day was SUE
SMITH, who with her husband, S.
C. SMITH, is a houseguest of
KATHRYN'S. A very old and dear
friend of the GREGORYS. SUE
is the SUE for whom BETTY SUE
GREGORY is named.
A former Fultonlan, now living
in Leighton, Alabama, SUE is
back for her first visit to Fulton
in many years—and all her old
friends are so glad to have her.
Saturday she was the honoree at
a luncheon given by MARY
BOYD at the Park Terrace; and
that evening she and her lisuband
were both entertained at a back
yard supper at the home of MRS.
FRED CLOYS.
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these was the delightful morning
coffee that MRS. HARRY BRADY
of Clinton had at the home here of
her mother-in-law, MRS. FRED
BRADY. LUCY, dressed in a
yellow cotton, was especially vivacious that day as she visited with
all her old neighbors from Clinton,
for as you probably know, the
ANDERSONS moved here from
there. Some fifty guests called
during the morning, and one of
the main topics of conversation
was the beautiful flowers arranged throughout the house. They
were no surprise to me, however,
for those of us who live near
MRS. BRADY enjoy her flowers
not only in her garden but in our
homes too.
Later in the week KATHRYN
ATKINS' charming home set the
scene for a bridge-luncheon honoring BETTY. Hostesses llor this
lovely affair were members of

Colorado to visit her last year's
roommate at Christian College
who lives in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Writes ANNE, "We
went ice skating and I about
killed myself, but I'm having a
ball!!"
Another one of the "College
Crowd" who is out of town this
week is BARBARA BOYD, who is
serving on the College Board at
Julius Lewis in Memphis. Watch
for her stunning pictures in the
Memphis papers. One of Barbara's
good friends, JUDY BROWNING,
is having an even closer contact
with college as she attends the
summer session of school at Huntington in Montgomery, Alabama.
JUDY gets home in two weeks and
it's going to be hard to tell who's
the happlest—RUTH, BILL, or
JUDY.
Several week3 ago BETTY
WEAICS put two of her little girls,

Brownies Attend
Day Camp Al Cayce

IF LP

Burton-Stanley
Engagement Told
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Burton
of Palmersville, Tenn., are today
announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Linda, to Kenneth Stanley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Stanley of Beelerton.
Miss Burton was graduated trews
Palmersville High School in the
class of 1957.
Mr. Stanley has worked as an
announcer at WFUL since graduation from Fulgham High School
In 1958.
Date of the wedding has been
set for Aug. 15.

Engagement
Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Gatewood
of Fulgham announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss Camllla June Gatewood, to Mr. Otha
Wade Rowe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Urey Rowe of McHenry.
The wedding will take place at
5:30 p. m. August 15, in the Little
Obion Baptist Church in Graves
County.
No formal invitations have been
issued. The public is cordially invited.

LinoIN1

Go to Church Sunday

Last Time Today
"BORN TO
BE LOVED"

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE! FRIDAY & SATURDAY
THE
GUN-DOWN
THAT
CRACKED
THE WEST
WIDE
OPENI

MT NO.2

zaeststamb.
THE GUNFIGHt
AT DODGE CITY
JOEL McCREA

:ail!

."

get4RibT

UVENILE

IN

PRISON

Also — A Pizza Tweety-Pie (Color Cartoon)!!

- - STARTING SUNDAY -•

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDE D...

JOE C. POWELL
Today Announces The Purchase Of

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.

THE BIGGEST SHOW IN THE WORLD!
04.4i
All the drama behind -the -scenes
of the tinsel and tanbark jungle!*
The burning ambitions...

RHONDA
RED
BUTTONS' FLEMING

IRWIN A!ItNS

CUSTOM GRINDING — DIXIE FEEDS

THE BIG CIRCUS
CINEmASCOPE
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SAYS JOE POWEL4

KATHRYITRANT VINCENT PRICE

With the purchase of the Dixie Mobile Milling Company we feel
that we are in better position to offer our many farmer friends a onestop farm service. Long in the fertilizer business we now have added
custom grinding with our mobile unit and also the many,fine lines of

PETER LORRE DAVID NELSON

Dixie Feeds to our services. Just call 322 in Fulton and our phone
will answer whether we're in Union City or Fulton. And thanks for
your wonderful patronage in the past and may we have the pleasure
of serving you better with our expanded services.

-.ADELE MARA

STEVE ALLEN

sEITERT R DIAN D

OR

sitd flee

JOE C.CALL
PHONE 322 FULTON

1

GREATEST CIRCUS
ACTS IN THE WORLD!
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Swift Offers
Employees Letter
Writing Contest

•••41,10
.
'llti, a7AM
,41,
`

AROUND TOWN—
Houston. None of the other ocFulton lovelies are making
Continued freesPage One
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my Daugherty, Corky Stinnett, cupants were injured. Mr. lions- plans for one of the loveliest
And Thorpe Are
events
of
the
year
ton
had
arm
his
when
in
the
the
window
Davis,
Janice Page, Linda BodCharles Colley, Wayrnon HanWil- die, Kay French, Sara Little,
cock, Tommy Joe Osteen, Char- of the car and when the car Cub Scout Carnival and the WitWinners Saturday
les Pawiukiewicz, Don Reed, Jer- struck the abutment his elbow low Plunge Beauty Queen Con- Wanda Brown, Betty Stephens, MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Apply in person to Taylor Chevtest comes off this year on Aug- Elaine Butler, Chan Covington
ry Hill and Jimmy Yates.
,
Obion County Sheriff Ebb
was crushed.
rolet-Buick, Fourth.Street, FulDoris Moss, Linda Sandling,
Harry
Hancock,
James
Kell
More than 2,500 prizes, valued Gwaltney was elected General
He was treated at a Browns- gustt
A list
2tl. of Fulton's beauties who Wanda Cash, Joy Yates, Beverly ton, Ky.
and John Colley are the manat $25,000, await employees of Sessions Court judge in Saturday's
ville hospital, then admitted to will compete in the contest under
Burgess, Pat King, Nancy Gore,
agers
the
of
local team.
Swift & Company and associated Democratic primary. He is the
the Kennedy Hospital in Mem- the sponsorship of local business
Margaret Ann Newton, Janice
units who submit the best entries first to be elected to the newlyH. B. Houston, retired dairy phis, where he underwent stir- firms are as follows:
Downey, Joyce Owens, Katie TV ANTENNAS: We install—
In the firm's national letter writing created post. The term is for two operator, was painfully injured eery. He is getting alopg as well
trade—repair and move. Get
Sidney
Calliham, Brenda Brown, Judy Stanfield, Sandra
contest, A. B. Thacker, manager years.
our prices. We service all m,akes
in an accident near Brownsville, as could be expected Wednes- Brown, Carol McNellly, Janice Demyer,
Counce,
Peggy
Witched
of Swift & Company announced
Sheriff Gwaltney, who will wind Tenn., Tuesday morning.
TV. Phone 207. Roper Television
Sue Fields, Sue Moore, Janice Stephens, Joyce Spraggs.
His day.
today.
up three two-year terms in August elbow was crushed when
the car
The centest, to be held during 1980, defeated two other candi- In which he was
riding struck a
August, will emphasize the impor- dates for the post. The vote was:
bbridge abutment. Mr. Houston
tance and relationship between gbeeiff Owaltarts
II I 11 111 :11111Lii
LAN was enroute to Kennedy Hospital
customers and jobs. This employe E. IL InemeinLIII in Memphis
ehttadAi letriaiseati roes istaustor
for examination,
contest is one phase of the com- S. IL Reeves
when the accident occurred.
pany's "Project Progress" program
Constable Chester Locke won
Hob Townies of Fulton was the
which spotlights the theme, "Sales the nomination for sheriff. He deidriver of the car and with him
Make Jobs."
tested Hobby Matthews and Bob were Mrs.
Fowlkes and Mrs.
Contestants will write on the Brinkley. The vets was:
subject, "What the Customer Mr. Leeks
3122
Mr. Matthews
Means to Me and My Job."
2.7114
In addition to local prises there Mr. &Maks
MILD AND MALLOW
402
will be 40 major national prizes.
Earl Thorpe was elected County
The grand prize will be one of the Trustee to succeed Jacks Parks
The following were patients in
new, compact American cars to be who was not a candidate for re- :the local hospitals Wednesday
introduced this fall. The best election. He defeated Marvin Har- Morning August 5.
entry in each local contest will per and John R. Shore. The vote Felten Hospital:
was:
compete for national awards.
Lollie Myers, Crutchfield;
Mr. Thorpe
PADUCAH MALES-sill Richard Evans. South Fulton;
Mr. Harper
Continued from P.040 Os*
2.245 Robbie Wilson, Water Valley, J.
I-LB.
negotiations for furnishing South Mr. Share
514 N. Wooten, Fulton; Billy GorHarry Hudson easily won the don, Andrews, Texas;
Fulton TVA power were in their
BAG
Tommy
final stages and while the TVA post of tax assessor. The vote was Reynolds, Fulton;
Mrs. J. B.
self-financing bill will have no Mr. Hudson. 3,982 and Rollin Barclay,
Fulton
Mrs. Lewis
Extra Savings This Week on
effect on the South Fulton project, Roberts, 1,904.
Jones. Fulton; Maggie Alexanit was deemed advisable to delay
Famous Eight O'Clodc Coffee ...
der, Crutchfield; Luther Hughes,
negotiations until the bill now be- NOTE BOOK—
Fulton; Mrs. Glenn Jackson,
LB. BAG
You
save even more when you
fore the President is off the agenContinued front Pape One
Clinton; Mrs. Rebbecca Mayo,
da.
man Yates of Dukedom. It follows: ')ukedom
; Cleatus Veatch, Crutchbuy the 3-113. bog.
Fulton,
Kentucky's
Electric
field; Mrs. James McDaniel',
Power Board, after several trips
"Every Betty's Worries"
to Washington to present their Too many people spends too much Fulton; Mrs. Ora Farmer, ClinU. S. Government
ton; Lewis Burke, Fulton; Mrs.
case before House and Senate
time,
Whole29c
Joyce
Stricklan
d.
Dresden;
Mrs.
eommittees were successful in re- Trying to make others walk the
Mike
Fry,
•
Fulton;
•
• • Lb.
Mrs. Nina
moving Fulton. Ky. from the exline.
pansion "freeze." The TVA issue Making life miserable doing no Lennox, Union City.
HillvIew Hospital:
for Fulton, for more than 20 years
U.S.ne
Go
s:_verndd
body no good,
myent
6Ntew
o 1P
2oLck
a •
Mrs. Coleman Jackson, Water
a vital issue among many Fulton, Keeping gossip going in the
Valley; Mrs. Raymond Jones,
Ky. citizens, is being carefully
neighborhood.
„• • Lb. 39C
Oven-Ready
Hickman; Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler,
••
studied by the board.
They'd rather give you a kick
eg:
Fulton; Mrs. Charles Coffman,
on down the hill,
REEK BOTTLES—
Lynnville, Mrs. Maggie WadlingThan to say something good or
Fancy, Ri74
h9
tc
ton.
•
Lynnville;
Tom
Work,
ALL
Continued from Pape One
give you a lift,
by prying off the bars on the back They'll criticise your children Dukedom; Baby Glenn William39C
eon, Hickman; Tommy Brown,
Lb.
door, after attempts had been
• • • GOOD
their ways and clothes,
Fulton; William Campbell, Padmade to open two or three other Or because you
don't care to Iicah; Buell Fulcher,
Super Right
Fulton;
doors at the plant.
powder your nose.
L Fresh
c Lb. one)
Robert
Thick Snood
Reese,
Fulton;
Mrs.
Local police are investigating You give too many
parties or else Clayton Kyle,
ir
Frozen
.
sox AG
.D
Crutchfield; Mrs.
the break-in, although no arrest
you're too dull,
J. F. Orrick, Fulton; Mrs. Paul
had been made in the case Wed- Either your acting
too young or Bradley, Crutchfie
ld; 0. K. Gurnesday morning.
• lot too old.
ley, Fulton; Jerry Morse, Fulton.
Vandalism has made it nec- You spend
iFiti
reo
pehr Right
too muoh money hav- Jones
Hospital:
essary to close. indefinitely, the
ing fun,
Lb.
Mrs. Rudelle Johns and baby,
new Willow Plunge Swimming Or else
.• Super Right Beef
stay home and spending Water
t
Aerhi
r Right Skinless
Valley; Sue Steel, Fulton;
pool when it was discovered Wednone.
tat Ribs, 7-In. Cut
S. L. Craver, Fulton; Mrs.
nesday that the deep end of the No
Reg. or King Size La.
mater how hard you may try Charles
Bushart, Fulton; Mrs. C.
pool was littered with broken beer
to please,
A. Boyd Sr,. Fulton; H. L. Ferbottles. Officials of the pool said
There's someone to criticize the
guson, Fulton; Mrs. E. W. Bethel,
that it would require several days
best of good deeds.
Fulton; Mrs. Marshall Grissom,
before the pool can be carefully
You may as well do the things
Fresh Frozen
drained and cleaned. Local police
Fulton; Bruce Henderson, Fulton;
you
like beat.
Fint
:
IF a
e
Medium Size
Mrs. Harvey Donohoe, Dukedom;
(Lb. 59c)
are also investigating the case, alLb.
though no arrests had been made They'll criticize any how but it Mrs. Bosco Hutchens, Fulton:
won't hurt the least.
at press time Wednesday.
Mary Sue Eddington. Hickman;
This is the second time the pool ff we'd spend half our time Mrs. Mary Samull. Fulton: J. H.
seeing our own ways.
has been brokers into at night in
Lowe. Fulton; Mrs. W. 0. Locke,
recent weeks. A group of teenage Tending to our own business Fulton; Mrs. Donald Chaney.
day
after
day.
boys climbed the fence and were
Fulton: Mrs. Bennett Wheeler,
found swimming in the pool about Just let the world battle with and baby, Fulton: J. H. Harrison,
Fancy Quality
clubs and sticks,
11 o'clock one night. They were
Fulton.
picked up by the police and warn- While we spend our time findGolden Ripe
ing out what makes us tick.
IT'S A BOY !
ed that the pool is private proMrs. Thurmon Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Callahan,
perty and anyone entering it after
PARKER
JANE
Route 2
Crutchfield, Route I. are the proud
closing hours is subject to arrest.
U. S. No. 1 (
Dukedom, Tenn.
parents of an eight pound boy
So. Carolina
9 6 Lb"
. )
3•8
Freeetone ..
Thomas D., born July 31, 1959 at
BARRER LEE (WILL—
the Fulton Hospital.
Barber Lee Guilt, 48. former
IT'S A GIRL!
Mt. Zion pastor, died Sunday afternoon at 1:20 p. m. at Hillview
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Boulton
Hospital after a long illness. He of Union City, Tenn. are the proud
was admitted to the hospital yes- parents of a 7 pound 13 ounce
daughter born August 3, at 3 p. m.
terday morning.
D".
He was ordained for the min- at the Obion County Hospital.
Elephants, camels, lions and
tigers, zebras and circus horses, istry six years ago and had servtop-ranking acrobats and other ed charges in this area since that
stars of the big top vie with a time. Ye was also a draftsman.
8-inch Size
A native of Hickman County,
cast of formidable actors in
Ann Page (Just Reduced)
"The Big Circus," produced by Kentucky he was born June 1,
49c
Irwin Allen in CinemaScope and 1913. the son of Grundy and
Technicolor for Allied Artists. It Rosetta Cole Guilt.
Funeral services were Tuesday
comes to the Fulton Theatre
afternoon at 2 p. m. at Bayou de
Sunday —A ug. 9th.
and...
Sul's* Right
4
The film stars Vicitor Mature, Chien Church with Rev. L, E.
Moore.
officiating, assisted by Rev.
Red Buttons, Rhonda Fleming,
Kathryn Grant, Vincent Price, E. A. Mathes of Hardin, Ky. Burial
Peter Lorre, David Nelson, Gil- by Whitnel Funeral Home was at
bert Roland and guest-star TV's Camp Beauregard near Water
Valley.
Steve Allen.
Gwaltney, Locke

SPECIAL SALE
This Week Only
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HOSPITAL NEWS

EIGHT O'CLOCK
COFFEE
49c
3

oday
0

AY

BIRTHDAY

1.39

Frying Chickens ,..:_zsr_v33,)
Tur eys
Sli
ced
Bac
on
Bacon
)2 89$

Chicken Breas

SLAB BACON

SON

39c lb

COOK OUT FEATURES

Pork Sausage
j)259' Ground Beef
Rib Roast
79° Wieners
•
CannedHamsrizYT•sulLab- 539 Spare Ribs!".
.a.".7.„

Shrimp

5 :it 2.89

10c OFF

49°
494
L..49°

HalibutSteaks

39c

BANANAS
10c
PeacheC
49°

on America's
Favorite Pie

Lb.

"NI
-a

SWEET, JUICY
FLAKY CRUST

The Circus
Comes To Town
In New Picture

Appk3Pi9e
REG.

"Remember the ALA -MODE"
A&P's OWN MARVEL

ICECNN

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

•

CURRENT DIVIDEND RATE

CTN.
SAVE 20c ON THIS DELICIOUS
PIE ALA-MODE COMBINATION
Lunchaoa 12-0a.
Mom
Can

414

Money Received by the
From the 1st.

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON
214 Nlain Stnet

Fulton, Ky.

Tomato Soup
100
Luncheon Meat itz- 390

Sultana Shrimp
7.:39'
Ch
Chil Sauce
35°
Picikle
sNess
Pillsbury= ch.p....3p....89°
Tomato Juice
Evap. Milk =
21
Jelly Roll
'47
Swiss Cheese
59°
65c
Buffer
"
...a =
Law

IT
.

Farming

Orange &

era.

10th Bean Interest

Watermelons 7.7:17.. 59°
Pascal Celery
28..29°
Oranges tzroz:
59°
Yellow Corn

You con turn out o plot...sten&
toollpn, detotottno /011 •tos,t,
and quttltly Apply to on, ,t
tenor tuttore °tut, .n 30
plus
!apt and
tuu,11
mark,

A.C.BUTTS
AND SONS
East State Line

Phone 602

Joy Liquid ...."39g n:69g
Dash Detergent
Spic It Span
Dreft
Comet

(I-,
Ns
Det
"
w* **""

II° Ctn.

Satverbroek
Fresh Cran'pry

ir

tat-Lb.
Loaf

Jane Parker
Giant Stem
••••own,••Ir..

Lb

•WO W...

Lb.

39_C
2;43c
6 59c
Cans

—

0

70e raw

Wisconsin
MPS

irs:29C

:19‘
=310

44-°z29
°
114ns.
a
e790

Jane Parker
Made Whit Battereine

Pineapple Juice
Blended Juice re.
pren.),z32f Lemonade ti-Zre"

Cleaner

Tide D........

UMW,

PrIese Pa This Ad RINoettve Throe Saturday, Aliquot

SEVERE RATTLE
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Happy Birthday

Carey /Melds •

Mrs. Lula Tyler and Helen of
Nashville, Tenn. spent last weekend with Mrs. Edna Alexander.
Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy
spent last week in Memphis, Tenn.
with her mother Mrs. Ethel Oliver.
Chester Wade and Mrs. Murrell
Mfrs= went down Thursday and
they returned home with them.
Mrs. Maye Wall spent last Wednesday with her son Harold
Hampton in Kennedy Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn. We are glad be is

DUTCH

T

itOTFL

Meg complete stock in
Walt Kentucky

Cynthiana was the scene of a
severe battle during the War between the States. On July 17, 1882,
Gen. John H. Morgan with about
800 men captured the town defended by Col. John J. Landrum
and his Federal troops.

improving nicely.
Maurice Carr Bondurant spent
August 7: Jonelle Wallace, JimA brand new dairy barn is
last Tuesday with Ken Oliver at
my Rose, George Hardy, Monette
under construction on the Cecil
the home of his grandmother Mrs.
Davis farm near here and Mr.
Dycus, August 8: Norma Owen, L
Daisie Bondurant..
Davis is assisted by some co-workF. Brown, Dr. I. H. Read, Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick visit- ers, who are the do-it-yourself
Fields, Helen Tucker, S. T. Twoed Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wade Sun- citizens. •
mey Jr, Pat Jones, Tommy Joe
day afternoon.
The series of meeting in proReed, August 9: Mrs. C. StephenMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver gress at Knob Creek Church of
Mary
Martha
Herring,
son,
and Ken returned to their home in Christ the past week has just
Memphis, Tenn. after 2 weeks come to a close. The services were
118116 JIM PRYOR
Charles Herring, Ann McMinn,
visit with Mrs. Daisie Bondurant held nightly at 7:45 instead of
Agokelliwil Apo.Nests Caries. Ilsirsol August 10: Frank Sublette, Elizaand Clarice.
twice daily as your writer first rebeth Stephenson, Joy Smith PassNowadays, many farm authoriSaturday afternoon guests of ported. The Rev. Alonzo Williams
dil- more, Dr. J. C. Hancock, August
farm
our
express
to
ties
seem
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Prof,
were
with
Holly
was visiting preacher,
Mrs. Ella
11: Mrs. Wales Austin, Bob Binemma' akmply in terms of getting
Dewitt Holly of Beaver Dam, Ey. Shades Wpil song lea•ar.
ford, Betty Barnes, Mrs. J. 0.
proall
solve
to
order
ill
Mone,
Water Oak trees over this area
Mr. Robert Oliver and
and nothing else. This idea Anderson, Virgil Davis, Mrs. Ruth
spent Sunday afternoon with Itfr. haw eareereri from insects or
!answer to Scott, Charles W. Burrow, Ruth
worms this summer, when the is certatifly not the
and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
many, many farm problems and Speight, August 12: Dorothy
up
and
Webbed
eaten
have
son
pests
little
and
Mrs. R. B. Scearce
inoreesing the size of the farm in Brooks, Mrs. Paul E Cates, W. E.
left Saturday for Frankfort, Ger- the leaves look as if they are dyof acres, livestock numbers, Allen, Mrs. Tom Irby, Wilma
.
Ws
year,
m.n
OW
Not
many where they will join their Fag as result.
of crops will not be any Jean Browder, Claude Shelby,
acres
more
out
died
trees
husband and father who is station- age the Chestnut
your operations more Mrs. G. B. Butterworth, Walter
make
means
we
if
from some disease, and now
ed.there.
efficient. You can be just as in- Lester, Irene Beaver, Sue WorkSunday guests of Mrs. Ella Holly loose our oaks will be a great loss. efficient on a large farm as on a man, Virginia Moore, J. W. ChenMany who were interested gathwere Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holdman
also be foolish 's*, August 13: David Warren
ered at Acree Cemetery the past small one. It would
and family of Paducah, Ky.
to mention that doing the Sams, Chester Murrell, Tommy
Saturday. It is an annual meeting not
changes could Powell, Phyllis Brodberry.
for the committee to receive the above mentioned
efficient and
more
a
farm
make
and
caretaker,
the
work and pay
read the Classified Ads
get larger
to
just
But
nfitable.
the
for
let
where the contract is
today.
the
answer
not
it
certainly
insuing year. Mr. Bert Davis was
There seems to be an idea athe bidder. The memorial service
was conducted by Rev. Dempsey mong many that only farmers can
Henderson in absence of Rev. I... survive the cost price squeeze that
W. Carlin. Basket lunch was we have been In for some time
spread on long tables with plenty who do get larger. It is doubtful
of iced tea, lemonade and pepsi- however if his is altogether true.
colas and the day was spent in a While it is true there is lots of
tribute to our loved ones who rest clearing up of small, tag end, in,efficient operations, but it is not
there.
Mrs. Harvey Donoho is a patient necessarily true that the future be• STRAIGHT
in Jones Clinic where she has longs only to the big, powerful,
undergone surgery. Every goad centralized agribusiness.
• 90 PROOF
There are some good examples
wish is extended by her many
of what has happened to big cenfriends for a quick recovery.
David Lassiter, Akron, Ohio has tralized businesses. The Packing(
arrived home for a weeks vaca- Industry is a splendid example.
tion with his parents Mr. and Small packers in modern plants
have given the big packers a terMrs. Buton Lassiter.
rific run for their money, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Richrr.an
of this industry are being
of Akron, spent last week here on giants
to decentralize and diversivacation visiting parents. Johnny forced
fy their operations.
returned to his home and work
The same thing is happening in
here
remains
Sylvia
while
Sunday
poultry business. Egg and
the
Mrs.
the
mother,
her
to be with
operations have grown
broiler
Harvey Donoho.
larger, but marketing and packing
Remember the date of the
have been decentralized. The egg
meeting on next Saturday, Aug.
futures market is getting thinner.
8 at the Morgan Cemetery at 10
Eggs are moving to retail outlets
a. m. So all who wish may come
under contract, bypassing the old
and bring your contribution. The
central exchangers.
apprewill
charge
in
committee
So — let's not say that there is
ciate any donation. Mr. Jim
yet a place for the family
not
this
caretaker
Fagans has been the
farm operator and his family
sized
for
let
year. The contract will be
who are honestly striving to do a
the upkeep for the coining year.
good job, watching overhead and
Deep sympathy goes out to the
with efficiency. Cerfamily of W. W. Jones from many prdducing
tainly our country needs this kind
friends here in his passing Sunof a farmer and no doubt he can
day. His has been a useful life and
remain in business for years to
miss
will
who
many
touched
has
come.

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
8utiserlaars "MD" Wens
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co.. Fulton

Guaranieed Work!
Reasonable Bates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.
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SERVICE
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Roper Television
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BOURBON
• 4 YEARS OLD

$1.30 'Pi'

APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS

NOW! Government Financing

DID YOU KNOW???
Today, about 17 minutes of
working time will buy a dozen
eggs, compared to 40 years ago
when it took 87 minutes.

Available on
•Unico Bin
•Unico Drying
Equipment
•Erection
by us

BOOST
GRAIN
PROFITS
•Protect from fire, rodents,
•Harvest early—when you are
elements
ready
•Hold for highest market price
• Harvest when quality is highest
•Cut field losses up to 100/.

Boost Crain Profits --- Dry in Storage with
Unice Grain Drying Equipment
Weiss posporir aim! Wag bights swim pukes. Drylas is swap
less you pair awl Moe is est spcsaties, saves labor of tsaisideP-

dog.Umbrasasealifyilisammi fiesSir dodojob sails.ellbothuip.

Special; (2) 1100-Bu Wire Corn Cribs $350 Each

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

greater roominess
or* ear of Ote
Clierp's
leading low-priced three that
gems pow the convenience of
crank-operaled swat windows.
No awkward latches to fumble
with . . . your knuckles and
fingernails will appreciate it.

THESE IN CHEVY VIRTUES!
full coil ride

Bigger, yes, and built with bonded
linings for as much as 66% longer
life. And how's this for proof that
Chevy's a real stopper: in a NASCAR*-conducted test of repeated
stops from highway speeds, Chevrolet outstopped both of the
"other two" time after time.

You're the expert on ride, so you'll
want to try Chevy's easygoing
smoothness for yourself. MOTOR
TREND magazine can give you a
hint of what you're in for: ". . .
the smoothest, most quiet, softest
riding ear in its price clam." And
Full Coil springs, of course, never
squeak, never need grease.

Automobile Manufacturers Ammoeistion records carry the facts on
this. In a Chevy sedan, for example,
you've got more front seat head
room than all but one of the highpriced ears! And Chevy's front
seat hip room spreads up to 6.9
inches wider than comparable cars.

bigger
savings
Here's solid proof that Chevrolet
squeezes more miles out of a gallon:
In the famous Mobilgas Economy
Run, two Chevrolet sixes with
Powerglicie took the first two places
in their clam. Winning mileage:
22.38 m.p.g. And that, friends,
took top honors for Chevy from
per full-sized car!

'National Association for Stock Car
Advancement and Research.

award-winning engines
The NASCAR Outstanding
Achievement award goes to Chevrolet! Chevy wins for 'the creation
and continuing development of
America's most efficient V-type
engines...for the establishment
of new levels of V8 compactness
combined with outstanding smoothnem." And you can choose among
eight Virs and the Six that won
the Mobilgas Economy Run for its
class.

higher trade-in
fresh
styling
POPULAR SCIENCE magazine
gave Chevy's styling •thoughtful
look, thee said it this way:"In its
price clam, Chevy establishes a
new high in daring styling . .
You'll find your own happy way of
saying that Chevy's the only uruniiitakably modern ear in its clam.

N.A.D.A.• Guide Books prove
that your Chevrolet will keep its
value. Chevy used car prices last
year, for example, averaged up to
9128 higher than comparable models
of the other two cars in Chevrolet's
field.
•Naeonal Aelesselffe Dealers
Assomation.
I //I 1 Ff1111 /

See how much more Chevy has to offer—visit your local authorized Chevrolet dealer!
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Miss Lucy Anderson Reveals
Plans For Wedding On August 15
Miss Lucy Virginia Anderson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Wilson Anderson, whose engagement to Charles Wade Andrews,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews of Fulton, was recently announced is today revealing the
completed plans for her wedding.
The wedding will be on Saturday afternoon, the fifteenth of
August, at the First Methodist
Church at four-thirty o'clock. The
Reverend Joseph L. Leggett, pastor of the church, will officiate.
A program of nuptial music will
begiven by Miss Beverly Hill, soprano, and Miss Anna Mary DeMyer, organist.
The bride will be given in marriage by her father. She has chosen
Mrs. Frederick Spraggs of Murray,
Kentucky as her matron of honor.
Her bridesmaids will be Miss
Paula DeMyer, Miss Betty Gregory, Mies Mary Ann Hill, and
Mims Carolyn Roberta all of Fulton. Her junior bridesmaid is Kiss
Judy Andrews of Union City,
cousin of the groom. Little Miss

Gwen Graves of LaCenter, Kentucky cousin of the bride is
flower girl.
The groom has chosen his father, Mr. Charles Andrews, as his
best man. The ushers will be
Phillip Andrews, brother of the
groom, Charles • Milford, Mikey
Homra, and Jere Jigue all of Fulton, William Turner and Billy
Mott Jones, both trom Memphis,
Tennessee and cousins of the
groom.
Following the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson will entertain with
a reception at the church. Assisting at the reception will be Mrs.
W. T. Meriwether'of Portsmouth,
New Hampshire; Mrs. C. W. Anderson, Jr., of Murray, Kentucky;
Mrs. Joe Moore, Mrs. Fred Armstrong, Mrs. Fred W. Armstrong,
and Mrs. Bennie Graves all of
LaCenter; Mrs. Harry Brady of
Clinton; Mrs. Donnie Rogers of
Pensacola, Florida; Mrs. Forrest
McAlister, Miss Barbara Ann
Boyd, Miss Ella Doyle, and Miss
Ruth Caldwell.

WALDRON- Union Cady
July 301h - Thrn - Aug. 12th
The
entertainment
world's most
wonderful
entertainment,

Miss Isbell Is
Honored At Tea

Miss Helmbrecht Reveals Plans
For Her Marriage To Leroy Sawyer

A beautifully planned gift tea
given on Tuesday afternoon of
last week by the Sylvan Shade
Homemakers honored Miss Virginia V. Isbell, who will pledge
her wedding vows to Randall
Louis Fox of Louisville Aug. 9 at
the
Woodland
Mills
Baptist
Church.
The recreation room of the
Popular Grove Church was decor:
ated with arrangements of yellow
daisies in low crystal bowls placed
room. The serving table, which
was overlaid with a white linen
cloth, featured an arrangement of
white lilies and greenery flanked
by candelabra.
Miss Isbell's full-skirted frock
of pale blue eyelet was designed
with a batenu neckline and a
matching cummerbund encircling
the tiny waist. Rhinestone jewelry and white accessories complemented her attire and she was
presented with a corsage of yellow
pomps.
The honoree's mother. Mrs.
Lucian Isbell, wore a navy eyelet model featuring tiny rhinestone buttons down the full length
of the front. Her accessories were
of white calf.
Miss Marilyn Owens presented a
program of Music.
Contests were conducted by Mrs.
Paul T. Shaw with Mrs. Bess Rose
as the winner. She presented her
prize to the honoree.
lipproximately 50 guests called
daring the afternoon.
HAVE PICNIC
The Crutchfield Homemakers
met recently at the Fulton City
Park for a picnic lunch. There
were 20 present and everyone enjoyed being together. The picnic
is an annual July affair.

Miss Sue Helmbrecht, whose engagement to Leroy Sawyer was
recently announced, is revealing
her completed plans for her wedding. Miss Helmbrecht is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
William Helmbrecht and Mr. Sawyer is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Sawyer.
The marriage will be solemnized
at four o'clock in the afternoon on
Sunday, the ninth of August, at
the
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church with the Pastor, the Reverend Oakley Woodside officiating.
A program of nuptial music will
be given by Mrs. G. G. Bard and
Miss Carolyn Coffman.
Miss Helmbrecht will be given
in marriage by her father. She has
chosen her cousin, Miss Barbara
TO PLAY ALL-STAY GAME

ROSSNIO IPEI •IR GAYNOR • 10111 KERR FRANGI NUYEi
SCHEDULE: Monday-Thru-Friday - Matinee 2:15
P. M. - Evenings - 7:45 P. M. - Sat. and Sundays 1:00- 3:45 - 6:30- 9:15 P. M.

Kentucky's Rosemary Clooney will headline a
Spectacular Revue along with Frankie Avalon,
Jimmy Dean and the Four Lads September 11-1213 at the Kentucky State Fair. The Fair will be
September 11-19.

Miss Betty Gregory Is Guest
Of Honor At Bridge-Luncheon

Out of
every 8hour day I
work, rriy
wages for
21/2 hours
go for
taxes.

•

tr1

t St.

Miss Betty Gregory, bride-elect
of Charles Bitrford, was the guest
of honor at a bridge-luncheon on
Friday the thirty-first of July,
nineteen hundred and fifty nine
when Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs.
Steve Wiley, Mrs. Warren Graham, Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Mrs.
Wilmon Boyd, Mrs. Hunter Whitesel, Mrs. Fred Cloys of Union City,
Tennessee and Mrs. Frank Wiles of
Martin, Tennessee entertained at
the spacious home of Mrs. Atkins
on Third Street.
Many arrangements of summer
flowers added attractiveness to the

Who you workin for,Joe

The electric company.

That's
little?

Bobby Hyland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Hyland of Fulton and
star guard on the 1958 Fulton High
Bulldogs, will play in the annual
East-West All-Star game sponsorComplete Line
ed by the High School Coaches Association at the University of Ken- I
tucky, Lexington, Aug. 15 at 9:30
al
adis:
iter all makes of heariajwr
p. m.
Visit our Hearing Ale
meat at your first eppertneitY.,
EARLIEST SAWMILL
One of the earliest sawmills in
Phone 79
the State was established in 1783
Lake Street
-ww
at Falmouth in Pendleton county.

Hearing kid Batt

read th4 Muffled Ada

Dewey Johnson

Caesar of New Albany, Indiana to
be here maid of honor;The bridesmaids will be Miss Brenda Brown
and Mrs. Charles Sawyer of Paducah, Kentucky. Little Miss Jacqueline Caesar of New Albany,
Indiana and cousin of the bride
will be the flowergirl.
Charles Sawyer of Paducah,
Kentucky will be his brother's
best man. The ushers will be Jerry
Fergerson, cousin of the groom, of
Memphis, Tennessee, Dale Breeden, Morgan Fields and Bobby
LoganFollowing the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Helmbrecht will entertain
with a reception in the dining
room of the church. The reception
will be restricted to the members
of the wedding party, relatives and
out-of-town guests. Assisting at
the reception will be Mrs. George
Hatler, Mrs. Lester Kearney, Miss
Marjorie Holder, Miss Jean Evans,
and Miss Margaret Ann Newton.
...Iwo
aa•ww••••••••••,.

Sure. KU's my
softest touch
of the day. A
flat 7 minutes
out of 8 hours
earns me
enough to pay
for my electricity.

rooms used for the party. The dining room table which was the
bride's table was centered with a
lovely arrangement of roses, lilies,
daisies and snapdragons in a silver
bowl.; tall silver candelabre with
white tapers were at either side
of the -flowers; a minature bride
was at one end of the table and a
double wedding ring was at the
opposite end. The card tables arranged for the other guests were
centered with bud vases holding
roses. A delicious two course luncheon was served.
At the bridge games in the
afternoon Mrs. Bob Binford held
high score: Mrs. Charles Cannon
held second high and Mrs. S. C.
Smith was given a guest gift. The
guest of honor was presented a
gift corsage and also a handsome
Chippendale silver tray by her
hostesses.
For the party MISS Gregory
wore a trousseau frock of pale
blue pima cotton with multiple
tiny tucks and inserts of Valenciennes lace. The bodice had a
deep portrait neckline and tiny
sleeves; the skirt was gathered.
Her accessories were white.
The invited guest list included
Mrs. Charles Gregory, mother of
the honoree, Mrs. Bob Binford,
mother of the groom-elect, Mrs.
Charles W. Binford, Mrs. Ward
Johnson, Mrs. Charles Cannon,
Mrs. Don Hill. Mrs. Guy Duley,
Mrs. C. W. Whitnel, Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell, Mrs. Fred Gibson, Mrs.
Frank Beadles, Mrs V. J. Voegli,
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Mrs. Charles W. Burrow, Mrs. James Warren, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. J.
M. Martin, Mrs. Bob Brown. Mrs.
Enoch Campbell, Mrs. William
Hill, Mrs. Bertis Pigue, Mrs. Ann
Whitnel, Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs. E. F.
Crocker, Mrs. C. D. Edwards, Mrs.
George Doyle, Mrs. Emory Hunt
of Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
Mrs. S. C. Smith of Leighton, Alabama, Miss Lucy Anderson, Miss
Ella Doyle, Miss Ruth Caldwell,
Miss Paula DeMyer, Miss Jane Lee
Ray of Central City, Ky., Miss
Barbara Ann Boyd and Miss Beverly HIM

CITY DRUG CO,
tos

MALE HELP WANTED
Position open in Martin, Tennessee with an
established local concern. Man wanted to work
40-hour week; pay will run $75.00 and upwards per
week depending on ability. Unlimited opportunity
for advancement.
Requirements as follows:
* Must furnish good references
* Must be neat in appearance
* Must have an automobile
• Must be a hard worker and enjoy meeting
people

You meet these requirements, write Post Office
Box 149, Martin, Tennessee, giving your name, address, telephone number and a brief history of your
past experiences.

RELAX...
YOITVE FOUND THE GENUINE!
the Name is

CABIN STILL
Pure Copper Distilled for hand -made quality...
Kentucky Weather Ripened for rich, round flavor. Try
It tonight...you who want A Bourbon Man's Bourbon!

Always distilled, aged and bottled
only by America's Oldest Family Distillery

read the Classified Ado
LOUISVILLE, KY.

with

MAXIMUM
SAFETY
Mike's right. Out of every 8-hour day, the average wage earner works 23 hours to pay
his taxes, but only 7 minutes to pay for his electricity. When you consider all the things
electricity does for your family, that's mighty little, isn't it? The money you spend each
day for electricity wouldn't go very far toward paying your taxes.

SACS ACCOVIff savers TA $10.111111
AY A ILL Airl MERCY
OUR SIRVICES FREE

Living costs vary, of course, from family ta family; but the income and outgo of
Joe and Mike represent those of the average wage earner in the U.S.
90 Proof
Kentucky Straight
Sour Mash Bourbon

?
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
I AM READY to begin budding
your Pecan trees to paper shell
pecans; black Walnuts to English Walnuts. Phone or write
W. A. Ledbetter, 1416-M2, Fulton; P. 0. Route 2, Fulton, Ky.

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery
NEW PICTURE TUBES

FOR WELL drilling or repair
needs, see Prentice Goodrich,
Route 3, Fulton; seven miles
east of Fulton.

We wish to express our sincere
appreciation to each one for every
kindness extended, and each expression of sympathy during the
illness and death of our loved one.
The Family of Jessie Lee Wade
CARD OF THANKS
The Grissom family wishes to
thank their friends and neighbors
for their kindness show them in
the loss of their mother, Mrs.
Emma Grissom, also the ministers,
Jackson funeral service, the choir
for the beautiful songs that were
sung and all who helped in any
way. May God bless each of you.

For The

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

No money down
Monthly terms

buy it at

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.

EXCHANGE

M & W Appliances

Furniture Company

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

tI

CARD OF THANKS

The Fulton News, Thursday, August .1, 1959

Church Street

LEGAL NOTICE
L. C., (Doe) Adams, doing
basil:nem at the Smokehouse
Liquor Store DOW located at 426
Lake Street. Fulton. KY-. hereby declares his Loteneen to apply for a retail beer and liquor
license at Foy's Garage, located
on West Parkway in Highlands,
Fulton,Ry.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TV 59404

Urion City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

26111 ANNUAL

—Insurance—
List your
Farm and town Property
with the

EAUst 12PICNIC
FARM BUR
1959
y, Augu

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL
Phone 5

When Its

Wednesda

Real Estate in Fulton
-see-

MENGEL OFFICE SITE, HICKMAN

Loans

Conventional
(11* YOU NEED a good used car,
FHA Loans
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick ha s
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
—The very best selection of real
or Dan today.
estate for sale at all times 1

owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

IT

OUR OLD FASHION
DAY BARGAINS
CONTINUE
Unheard of Prices on
QUALITY MERCHANDISE

GRISHAM and
BUTTERWORTH

LUNCH SERVED AT 11:30 A. M.

SHOWS AND EXHIBITS START AT 9:30 A. M.

These Firms Extend A Cordial Welcome For You To Attend The Picnic

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldvoll Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

Compliments Of

Compliments Of

Gene Copeland
Gall Service Station

HIGHLANDS
Texaco Service Station

Lake Street Liquor Store
Lake Street Ext.

Phone 320

Mack Ryan, Owner

— SEES ALL
— KNOWS ALL
— SOLVES ALL

Across the street from the Coca-Cola
West State Line

Plant

Problems of life. Madam Marlow says
she has the power to
heal the sick and ailing.

BRUNDIfiE SAUSAGE CO.
51

Phone 362

Moving — Local and Long Distance

Compliments Of

By-PIss — Phone 134

Next Door to City Hall

GUM TRANSFER CO.

By-Pass 51

Phone 9166

A. C. BUTTS GROCERY
WHOLESALE FEED AND SEED

555 FULTON. KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
ITT= •Tersosalised"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Rapp.
Phone 21-3

Tidies

MADAM MARLOW
Healer — Advisor
Across from the Dutch
Mill Motel, Paducah
Highway in Mayfield.

Phone 555

406 Main
_

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance en
Our 3-PAY PLAN
se% DOWN. 34% in 3 MOS36% in 6 hioN"rus
No Interest. No carrying
Manes.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith A
CALL 62 — rhari

_

Vincent's Shell Service

THE KEG
Liquor Store

412 E. State Line

Phones 602, 202

K.P. Dalton's

ONE STOP SERVICE

MECHANIC ON DUTY
6 a. m to 10 p. m.

442 Lake Street

Phone 237

E. 4th St.
Call 9150
Next to Ijickory Log

Liquor Store
408 Lake St Ext.

Phone 482

WELDING
COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -BUICK DEALER
EAST FOURTH
STREET
FOUR

PHONE lie
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At The

-Easy Payments

HAVE GRAIN BED truck; will CHARLES W.BURROW
haul grain or hay. Bed size 309 Walnut
Phone 61
8 x 14; 4-ft high. Gene Copeland, Phone 362, Fulton.
Farm Loans

to
WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

CORM

,
.sleaseel

203 Main St.

Bring your repair job

Th
ed tt
1.1
the
neon
with

Long Terms-

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

9

enthi
the
solut
1
sub-I
until
of fu
turni
the a

We'll be looking for you

FARM LOANS

Fulton Real Estate Co.
FREE PARKING!

ELLIS PARK
RACES

Fulton

Phone 126
215 Main
Fulton, Ky.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

FOR SEPTIC TANK PUMPING
F071 SALE: Three-bedroom brick FOR THE BEST Deal on Office
RHODES
call C. G. Thurman, Fulton, Ky.
Furniture buy Shaw -Walker.
veneer house, located Ye-block
Phone 1379. Price reasonable,
See James Q. Butts at The HEARING AID SERVICE
from South Fulton school. Gas
work guaranteed. Call collect.
Co., Hearing glasses, aids, supplies
Caldwell
Harvey
heat, utility room, basement,
DRIVE-1N Office Outfitters,
large garage, fenced back yard;
P. 0. Box 518
MEN'S RED WING work shoes .4,
Phone 674. We trade for your
lot 100x150. W. C. Forrester,
333 North 9th St. Phone 54446
and summer boots $5.95 to
old equipment
phone 1748.
.$19.95. Free can of leather PrePaducah, Ky.
server with each pair bought at
I AM NOW representing the
Forrester's Shoe Shop, 212
Works
Monument
Greenfield
Label
Statesman Gold
OR
HELP
Main.
WANTED: MAN
oporthe
appreciate
will
and
BALER TWINE
WOMAN—to take over Dealertunity to show you our beautiship in Fulton. Products Estabful line at memorials. Torn
(motless)
lished. Weekly profits of $50.00
phone 1114.
Fulton;
Hales,
BUNDLE
$7.25
or more at start possible. No car
or other inveitment necessary.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Will help you get started. Write
and automatic models, $139.95
C. R. Ruble, Dept. 7-5, The J. R.
FARMITO
service
Sales
and
and up.
Watkins Company, Memphis 2,
Baler twine
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
7ennessee.
$6.50 BUNDLE
29-day Summer Meeting
• —
Aug. 5 to Sept. 7
Give YOUR home a
Unico Premium and
WE RENT - - Statesman Gold Label
LIFT FOR LIFE with a ' 8 Races Daily, 9 Sat. BINDER TWINE
YORK HEAT PUMP
beds
Hospital
25c Pound
First Race
Post Time
Baby beds
One tiompact unit heats and cools
Roll-away beds
aut61118124ally, using only outside
SOUTHERN STATES
air and Mectricity. Heats without 1 p. m. Central Standard
Vacuum
Cleaners
Fulton Co-Opal-4(1're
fire, fumes or smoke; needs no 2 p. m. Daylight Saving
Floor polishers
floor space. 40 other great advantages!
Track located U. 8. Maws,41
WADE FURN. CO.
Midway between Evansville,
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky. SPECIALIZED SERVICE Ind. sail. neneessea. KY.
Central Ave.
S. Fulton
Ill E. State Line
Phone 550

$lectria and Acetylene — General
Machine Work — Portable Equipment
We go anywhere

GOSSUM
Welding & Repair Shop
Mayfield Highway

Call 691

JACKSON BROTHERS
FUNERAL HOME
DUERDOM, TRN16128112t
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